
THE T2 CHAIR

Choose T2 when buying office chair



The integrated design of the whole chair, Simple style, 
stable shape,
Beautiful appearance.

THE TRINITY CONCISE 
AND POWERFUL



80MM height adjustment,
Suitable for people of different heights, 30 degree rotation,

Support the head at different angles.

80MM height adjustment 
Adapt to people of 

different heights

30°rotation adjustment 
adapt to different 

postures

Large surface design 3D headrest
Multi-dimensional comfort support



Oversized curved 3D armrest

45MM front and 
rear adjustment

70MM up and 
down adjustment

50°rotation adjustment

Designed from the perspective of humanization, integrated with the chassis, beautiful 
and atmospheric.

Adjustable to match different angles, 45MM front and rear adjustment, 70MM up and 
down adjustment, 25° left and right rotation adjustment.

It supports the arm and provides three-point reasonable support for the shoulder, 
elbow, and wrist to meet the needs of more people.

15C
M



Adjust the height of the backrest up and down, Meet the 
needs of different heights and ages, Smart fit waist,
Provides good lumbar support.

5-position back height 
adjustment
Adapt to people of different heights

The curved design is more suitable for the waist 
curve,

Release the pressure on the waist, suitable for 
long-term sedentary.

Integrated curved 
waist100MM

Adjust up and 
down



HUMANIZED CHAIR 
SEAT SLIDING

45MM

Seat slide 
adjustment

The seat slides back and forth, the adjustment range is 
45mm, Meet the needs of different heights and shapes,
relax the thigh muscles,
Improve sedentary comfort.



5 levels of back tilt adjustment

WIRE CONTROL 
ADJUSTMENT BUTTON
The wire control button is at your fingertips, no need to 
bend over.
The mechanism can be adjusted by wire control system, 
with a stroke of 100MM.
The back tilt can be adjusted from 102°-130° with a light 
touch, and the four gears can be locked freely.
Meet the needs of different heights and shapes, and 
control your comfort point.

102°work

102° -130°tilting

130°relax

100MM
Adjust up and 

down

Back tilt wire control 
adjustment button

Seat sliding wire control 
adjustment button

Wire control button for height 
adjustment of the mechanism



Supervisor space
The quality of the space is that it supports a variety of 
communicative interactions. The multi-functional office chair 
makes work no longer boring.
Here, creative ideas can be generated freely, while also 
increasing work efficiency and enabling employees to 
communicate more actively.



INTEGRATED MEETING SPACE
The various presentations of office models are the concentrated 
expression of the development of human society and people's living 
habits.
family needs, lifestyle, space characteristics and nature of work, etc., 
to create the most suitable
Workspace.



SIMPLE STAFF SPACE
The new design concept provides a variety of working modes for daily 
work, subverting the traditional grid mode
workstations to create a high-quality workspace that fosters teamwork. 
The office chair gives the user self-promotion
The playable space improves the appearance of the space and adds fun 
to the space.



HOME SPACE.
Impeccable materials, exquisite design, placed in 
the home office space, for your office environment
The environment adds a beautiful landscape.



PRODUCT CONFIGURATION

THE FABRIC

THE FABRIC

BACK FRAME




